It’s time to end defined-benefits pensions
for Pa.’s public employees
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Don't look now, Pennsylvania, but your taxes will be going up. Way up. The culprit? Public
employees' retirement plans.
It turns out that Harrisburg has dug us into a $50 billion hole. In 2000, Pennsylvania pensions were
fully funded. You might recall that the stock market was doing pretty well back then. Instead of
making hay while the sun was shining, our politicians opted to give away the farm. Working with the
assumption that the stock market would go up forever, legislators increased state worker pension
benefits 25 percent and their own benefits 50 percent. This created a $10 billion unfunded liability
that has since grown to $50 billion. Consider that number for a moment.
Fifty billion dollars is substantially more money than the state collects in an entire year from all taxes
— combined. The National Bureau of Economic Research estimates that, to meet these unfunded
liabilities, every Pennsylvania household will have to pay $1,500 more in taxes each year for the
next 30 years. And that's assuming the problem doesn't get worse, which is likely as flawed an
assumption as the one the legislators made to get us into this mess in the first place.
To put this in perspective, the average mortgage payment in Pennsylvania is about $1,000. And that
goes toward a house. All the taxpayer gets for his mammoth upcoming tax bill is the privilege of
paying for someone else's retirement.
State workers and public schoolteachers contribute around 7 percent of their salaries to definedbenefit plans, which means that state workers and teachers are guaranteed a set payment when
they retire, regardless of what happens in the stock market. When their payments exceed what their
retirement accounts are actually worth, taxpayers have to make up the difference.
Compare this with defined-contribution plans — the retirement plans typically found in the private
sector. In a defined-contribution plan, the employer promises to contribute a set amount to
employees' retirement accounts every year, but there is no guaranteed outcome. The worker gets
whatever is in the account upon retirement. If the market performs well, retirement is a joy, but if not,
retirements get put off and lifestyles get cut back. This also means that when the stock market is
down, taxpayers get hit twice: They have to work harder to boost their own retirement plans while
simultaneously paying higher taxes to pay for the shortfalls in public-sector retirees' defined-benefit
plans.
You might think that defined-benefit plans are part of the compensation for a worker taking a lowpaying state job but you would be mistaken. In fact, on a job-by-job basis, Pennsylvania state
workers earn an average of 35 percent more than their private-sector counterparts. According to
Citizens Against Government Waste, the average Pennsylvania state worker earns $35 an hour in
wages and benefits while the average Pennsylvania private-sector worker earns $25 an hour.
Meanwhile, the median Pennsylvania schoolteacher (ignoring administrators and part-timers) makes
$60,000, versus $38,000 for the median Pennsylvanian. On top of that, Pennsylvania public
schoolteachers can retire after 35 years of service, meaning that someone who started teaching at

age 22 can retire at age 57, receive full retirement benefits from the teachers’ pension fund, and get
another full-time job.
We'll leave it to others to decide whether teachers and state workers are worth their wages. What we
do say is that, based on these numbers, voters should be skeptical about claims that our publicsector workers are underpaid.
The solution to this mess is to put public-sector workers on the same defined-contribution plans that
the rest of us have. This will prevent today's politicians from making promises for which tomorrow's
taxpayers will have to pay. No one can guarantee how investments will perform and taxpayers
shouldn't have to guarantee a good retirement to public-sector employees when they cannot
guarantee their own.
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